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Hohmeier has been building vertical lifts since 2003. Our  

broad range of conveying systems for all sorts of different weight 

categories is therefore tailored to real-world conditions. Because 

the system’s modular, each conveyor can be customised to han-

dle the job concerned. 

Standard vertical lifts quickly reach their limits when particularly 

bulky items, high load ranges and challenging dynamics are in-

volved. This is where Hohmeier comes in. We design and con-

struct our vertical lifts to respond to high-performance require-

ments and to ensure perfect integration into your production and 

warehousing logistics.

Vertical lifts reliably distribute all types of unit goods to a range of 

different levels in production facilities and warehouses. Their excep-

tional designs frequently make them the better alternative to stand-

ard lifts, forklift trucks and scissor lift tables. They require little floor 

space, are cost efficient and low on maintenance. It’s also easy to 

incorporate them into existing production and logistics processes if  

downtime isn’t an option.

Moving items upwards taps into previously inaccessible space, 

shifts material handling systems up to higher levels and makes new 

warehousing concepts possible. At the same time, precious trans-

portation and production space is saved and transportation routes 

shortened. 

>  superior availability and  
 long service lives

> efficient and reliable operation

> exact positioning 

> maintenance-friendly design

The short route for production and warehousing logistics

UP ON HIGH

Hohmeier’s the specialist

Our vertical lifts  
stand apart for their:
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Customised vertical lifts for high-performance applications
Our strength lies in solutions to complex demands

The benefits of vertical lifts only become apparent when they 

interact with the system as a whole. So at Hohmeier you’re in 

good hands if you require special solutions: we listen carefully to 

your requirements to ensure you’re fully satisfied with the final 

result. You stand to benefit from our in-depth experience with 

systems engineering and integrating conveyor components right 

from the start, during the vital planning stage to selecting the 

construction concept. 

As a medium-sized enterprise with flat hierarchies, we can offer you 

a high degree of flexibility, on-time delivery and one single point of 

contact for your project – from the concept development phase to 

turnkey installation (including integration of control systems). Expe-

rienced staff, first-class technical resources and a high level of verti-

cal integration guarantee our high-quality production standards.

Hohmeier’s vertical lifts don’t have to be connected to the 

building or other parts of the machinery. In many cases they 

can be free-standing and therefore remain flexible in the 

future too.

It isn’t just panels and semi-finished goods that quickly add 

weight. Hohmeier vertical lifts can be designed for load 

ranges over 5 t.

It’s not always about transporting items to the first floor. 

Which is why Hohmeier vertical lifts often handle  

20-metre lifting ranges.

Very long, very wide (or both)?

Hohmeier vertical lifts can cope with items of any size that 

require conveying.

Hohmeier vertical lifts are fast even with full loads.

Free-standing?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Heavy duty?

A high lifting range?

Bulky products?

Challenging dynamics?
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Standard vertical lifts  
for loads with large surface areas

Standard vertical lifts 
for excessively long loads

Standard vertical lifts  
for compact loads

Standard vertical lift range

Hohmeier’s standard range of vertical lifts are customised to your 

specifications and can be supplied with various different features to 

handle almost any unit goods.

The following variations are possible:

> load capacity (in predefined increments)

> effective stroke (in predefined increments)

> lift table size and if required the type of conveyor

Further options are:

> various safety devices on or around the lift mechanism

> automatic locking including buffer storage 

> ATEX-compliant design

> stainless steel design

Turnkey installation 

The control system can be operated independently or connected to 

existing systems. Final positions or utilisation can also be displayed.

Conveyor types

Type:  VHL/S 

Load category:  Light loads

Stand type:  solo 

Load capacity:  500 to 1,500 kg

Effective stroke:  up to 10 m 

Type:  VHL/R

Load category:  Light loads

Stand type:  rows

Load capacity:  500 to 2,000 kg 

Effective stroke:  up to 10 m 

Type:  VHL/P

Load category:  Light loads

Stand type:  parallel

Load capacity:  1,000 to 4,000 kg 

Effective stroke: up to 10 m 

Type:  VHS/S 

Load category:  Heavy duty 

Stand type:  solo 

Load capacity:  1,000 to 5,000 kg 

Effective stroke: up to 10 m 

Type:  VHS/R 

Load category:  Heavy duty 

Stand type:  rows

Load capacity:  1,000 to 5,000 kg 

Effective stroke:  up to 10 m 

Type:  VHS/P

Load category:  Heavy duty 

Stand type:  parallel

Load capacity:  1,000 to 5,000 kg 

Effective stroke:  up to 10 m 

Chain conveyors Roller conveyors

Plastic modular belt conveyors

Revolving tables

Telescopic forks

Corner transfer conveyors
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MINDA GmbH
Enzer Strasse 121
31655 Stadthagen
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